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Wishing you...
On this page, page number 3, I always write a few words. Most of the time
something substantive regarding what you can expect in an issue. Last
Christmas issue was a 'page 3' exception. I wrote:
......'strawberry fields forever' I have been thinking of them a lot lately. The
Beatles that is. Especially about John. John saw 'Strawberry Fields Forever'. I
see fields too, but unfortunately not filled with strawberries.
Now Christmas 2020 is at our doorsteps. And what can I say? I can say I
have not seen so much pain, so much anger and hopelessness in decades.
I can also say I haven't seen so much humanity and compassion in many
years.
There once was a famous football player - Johan Cruijf - who had this motto
that went something like this: 'every disadvantage has its advantage'.
Let us hope that Johan's motto is true and that we will come out better
than we went in.

...all the best.
where ever you are

We are fly fishing Magazine
SUBSCRIBE

A view to kill for

It is around 9 o’clock on a cold October morning as I open my tent.

SUBSCRIBERS WILL RECEIVE THE MAGAZINE
With a cup of hot coffee in one hand while the other is still in my
AUTOMATICALLY 5 TIMES A YEAR

sleeping bag with the rest of my body, I enjoy the view outside.
Today is my birthday but I don’t expect a lot of visitors. I am in the
southern part of Hardangervidda Norway. Checking out the local
fishing opportunities.
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Together
Working together is the core of this magazine
The people we worked with in 2020:

O
T

Together

WE ARE

FLY FISHING

EUROPE PART 3
FEBRUARY 2020

André Miegies

Andre Miegies is a well-known fly tier and fly angler from the
Netherlands and a welcome guest at fly tying events worldwide. André recently converted his hobby into a daytime job.
Read his article in Europe 3 here

Rodtrip

Rodtrip is a team of anglers who found one another through
an internet fly fishing forum, and became friends for life.
Read their article in Europe 3 here

Stuart Sutherland

Stuart is the owner of fishX Ltd sport fishing outfitters and
guiding in Scotland. fishX’s location, in the heart of central
Scotland, is ideally situated to facilitate fishing trips from
many of Scotland’s major towns and cities. Read his article in
Europe 3 here

EUROPE PART 3
FEBRUARY 2020

Rok Lustrik

Jose H. Weigand

Rudy van Duijnhoven

http://www.flyfishinginspain.
com

Rok is the owner of Lustrik fly fishing, a guiding business located in Slovenia. He and his associates organize guided fly
fishing vacations to the Sava Bohinjka and Radovna, and to
the challenging Soca, Tolminka and Idrijca rivers. Read his article in Europe 3 here

Rudy is the owner of RVD-imaging. Besides being engaged in
photography in all its facets, Rudy gives presentations on, and
workshops and courses in fly casting, fly fishing and fly tying:
starter and improver courses, workshops on advanced techniques, as well as on special fly fishing techniques or methods
Read his article in Europe 3 here

Jose started fishing at age 6 and fly fishing at 14. Besides being a fly fishing guide, he was TV editor and host at the Caza y
Pesca channel on Digital+ for 14 years, writing, producing and
presenting over 600 fishing TV shows. Read his article in Europe 3 here

EUROPE PART 4
MAY 2020

Luca Barosselli

Luca is a famous fly tier from Italy. Luca started fly tying about
ten years ago and has immersed himself in the magic world
of fly tying and fly fishing totally ever since. Read his article in
Europe 4 here

Stanislav Mankov

Stanislav is a fly angler from Bulgaria who is hooked on fishing
crystal clear mountain lakes in the Pirin Mountain National
Park. Read his article in Europe 4 here

Miren Elosegui

Miren was born in Bilbao, Basque Country, Spain, west of the
Pyrenees Mountains, where talking about food, wine and fly
fishing is almost a religion. Read her article in Europe 4 here

EUROPE PART 4
MAY 2020

Ivo Smits

Ivo is a fly angler and fly tier hailing from Latvia and now
living in the Midlands of the Republic of Ireland. Read his
article in Europe 4 here

Sari Kantonen

Sari was born in a tiny village called Kuolema (Finland).
Every summer their father took Sari and her sister and brothers fishing near her granny's summer cottage. After nearly
20 years of fishing with every kind of reel and rod, Sari started
fly fishing. Read her article in Europe 4 here

Vahur Mäe

Vahur is a fly fishing guide from Estonia. His favourite fishing
days are the early days of the mayfly hatch. No hatch is so
intense as that first mayfly hatch of the season after a long
winter. Read his article in Europe 4 here

EUROPE PART5
OCTOBER 2020

Alan Ward

Alan is a fly fishing photographer from the UK and a former
Captain of the Soldier Palmers. Read his article in Europe 5
here

Marius Tollan

Marius Tollan is a fly angler, fly tier and fly fishing guide at
Nordic Guiding Norway. Read his article in Europe 5 here

Espen Brask Nordfonn

Espen is a fly angler from the beautiful west of Norway. Espen and his friends from TorogThor make, among many other
things, movies of their Norwegian fly fishing journeys. Read
his article in Europe 5 here

EUROPE PART5
OCTOBER 2020

Pawel Przybylowski

Pawel lives in the south of Poland, close to the borders with
the Czech Republic and Slovakia. The Dunajec, San, and Skawa are three Polish rivers that are most often his destination
when planning a fishing trip. Read his article in Europe 5 here

Henk Verhaar

Dr. Henk Verhaar is a toxicologist and renowned fly tier, fly
angler and bamboo rod builder from the Netherlands. But
most importantly, Henk is the editor of this magazine! Read
his article in Europe 5 here

Uros Kristan

Besides being a professional fly fishing guide and nature lover, Uroš is an active conservationist, supporter of sustainable
fishing and, as a angling warden, part of an environmental
group in Slovenia. Uroš is the owner of URKO Fishing Adventures based in Slovenia. Read his article in Europe 5 here

EUROPE PART5
OCTOBER 2020

Peter Corzilius

Peter has a thing for the far north of Sweden and the sheer
beauty of the desolate landscape of Swedish Lapland, where
his favourite fish lives: the arctic charr. Read his article in Europe 5 here

Viggo Larsson

Viggo is a skilled fly tier and fly angler from high up in Norway, Mo I Rana, and is a big fan of the good old outdoor life.
Viggo also has his own seatrout signature series under the
name Larsson’s Arctic Shrimp (Christmas issue 2019).

Thor Oddvar

Thor is part of the famous Norwegian fly anglers group
(TorogThor) who will take you fly fishing all over Norway.
Read his article in Europe 5 here

NET

Fabien Moulin
Due to my poor health, fly fishing
and especially fly tying became
more than a hobby. It became my
major passion in life. I breathe,
think, and sleep fly tying and fly
fishing. Luckily I live only a mile or
so from hundreds of small lakes
holding mostly brown trout.
A few dry flies, and for windy
days some muddlers and wet
flies, are always present in my fly
box. I can’t deny that I prefer
fishing dries. The visual aspect of
this way of fishing always makes
my heart beat a little faster. It
is the reason why I started fly
fishing in the first place. Despite
that fishing dries is not always
the best way to catch fish, for me
personally, it is the purest way to
catch them.

It all starts…

…with a naked hook
It is hard to explain to a non-fly angler what a simple piece of bent metal wire can do to
a passionate fly tier. The whole fly-making procedure, from the first windings of the tying
thread, all through the actual catch, fascinates me. To support that fascination, I spend a
sizeable amount of time reading, researching and practicing fly tying; evidenced by countless sleepless nights poring over reading material or hunched behind the bench, and hundreds of hours spotting hatches on lakes. I can’t help it – I just love it.

Text: Fabien Moulin
Photography: Fabien Moulin
Fly tying: Fabien Moulin

' My brain is always occupied with the next pattern and whether it will work the way I think it would '

BEAUTIFUL FLIES
Although fly-tying techniques haven’t
changed much over the years, materials and tools have. We now can create
astonishing looking flies. Maybe these
‘lookers’ are not really necessary to
catch fish, but on the other hand, why
not fish with your most beautiful fly.
MOTIVATION
Learning new techniques and trying out
different patterns, both at the vice, and
on fishing trips, became quite an obsession for me. Although an upcoming
fishing trip really can motivate me, I
have trouble to tie more than two copies
of the same fly pattern. If I am content
with the result of a certain fly pattern I
tied, and it did what it had to do, I want
to move on to the next.

FLY TYING CONTESTS
This is one of the major reasons for me
to take part in fly tying contests. Achieving the bronze, silver and gold awards
from the Fly Dressers Guild in the UK has
not only been part of my learning journey into fly-tying, but also satisfied my
yearning for more.
'For me there is nothing more satisfying than catching fish with a fly I tied myself.
It doesn’t matter how big or small that fish is, what matters to me is that the plan,
which started out with only a naked hook, worked'

The dry flies (used for my own fishing) passionate me. All in all I think the diversity and
the search for balance between all the aspects of fly fishing makes it so interesting.

Sure, you don’t need perfect or complicated flies to catch fish, but it doesn’t hurt that they are correctly
tied and pretty to look at.
Finding out what the fish want to eat on a specific day and presenting the latest modified pattern straight
from the bench to catch fish is my motivation in the end.

"the winged wet fly, married wing,
muddler and lough fly tying techniques
(on small hooks) fascinate me"

When Peter asked me to write some words for this magazine, I was a bit unsure what I should write about, considering that the whole purpose of weareflyfishing is
to motivate people to go outdoors, and hopefully pick up fly fishing. Me, I started fly fishing and tying without teachers or lessons. It is not a secret that I go my own
way and learn by making mistakes. And yes, you need some perseverance, maybe a little more than in other types of fishing. I can only say one thing; it is worth all
the effort you put in!
So I recommend you to give it a try. Maybe some day we’ll meet and spend some time at the vise or along some river bank.
Happy Christmas and stay safe!
Best regards from Norway
Fabien

Kasper Fosser

Fascination
Some of you know I grew up with photography.
And although I didn't pick up a camera until way in my
thirties, I think I can recognize talent. This being said, it
is my pleasure to introduce Kasper Fosser to you.
Peter Sikking

Kasper Fosser, who lives in Oslo, the capital of Norway,
sees himself as an aspiring photographer and fly angler. Although he is professionally active in a completely
different field, he invests most of his time, energy and
money into photography. What started as a simple pastime rapidly turned into a fascination. Which further
evolved into a fantastic sort of way to spend time, and
live, outdoors.

HOTOGRAPHY

Photography
I’ve been dabbling in photography from a very young
age. For me personally it is not so much about
‘freezing time’, or preparing for your next exposition,
but simply to blow off some steam. And photography
gives me that creative thrill. I think observing the different facets that make a picture a good one, before
the actual exposure is made, gives me the most satisfaction. That, and the editing process that most often
follows.

These days I carry my camera with me practically anywhere,
out in the field as well as in urban environments. Because
you never know when ‘things’ come together. I’ve experienced
leaving the camera at home, only to catch that fish of a lifetime, or being confronted with exactly the right lighting for a
particular scene so many times….. more times than I like to
admit.

LY FISHING

Fly fishing
Right now, fly fishing is the main reason
why I head out with a camera. Like photography, fishing is something I had an interest in from an early age, and like for so
many others, it started with a fishing trip
with my grandfather.
Although fly fishing is relatively new to me
– I have only been doing it for three years
now – it definitely adds something to the
whole fishing experience, such as the
need to know things about insect life.
This got me closer to nature and already
gave me so much more to think and talk
about compared to the more conventional
ways of fishing. It also demands more of
me as an angler. Or as I see it, it is more
difficult and that makes it more fun. At
least for me it does.

Peter asked me what I prefer doing, fishing or photography. A few years ago I probably would have
said photography, but since taking up fly fishing, I
can’t separate the two anymore.
Have a great 2021
Kasper Fosser

Fly angler: Christoffer Gaarder

Marina Gibson
The Northern Fishing School

The Northern Fishing School
The Northern Fishing School is an Orvis endorsed school; based on the stunning Swinton Estate, it boasts more
than four miles of single bank fishing along the River Ure and six miles of double bank fishing along the River
Burn, where students can experience fishing for wild brown trout, grayling and salmon for themselves. There
will also be packages for local schools, to educate children about the aquatic environment, conservation,
fly tying and casting, how to catch your first fish and how to cook it.
As a partner of Swinton Estate, the Northern Fishing School can offer unique experiences, combining fishing
with cooking or yoga. These packages include two nights’ accommodation at Swinton Park Hotel, one-and-ahalf days’ fishing and half-a-day cooking at Swinton Cookery School, or yoga at the Country Club &; Spa, with
breakfast, lunch and dinner included, set within the tranquillity of Swinton Estate’s grounds. With the help of
the Angling Trust, Marina and the Northern Fishing School will also host free fishing days for charities throughout the year, focusing on mental health, cancer recovery, disadvantaged children, and the disabled.
Through the Northern Fishing School, we not only want to help people master the art of fishing but to teach
everyone about the ecology of the environment and the important role we all play in it.
Marina Gibson

Marina Gibson, a qualified FFI casting instructor and Orvis ambassador, recently
launched her new fishing school. She is passionate about introducing newcomers
to the sport and has set a firm focus on spreading the word about how fishing and
the outdoors greatly benefit health, both physically and mentally.

Mister perch

André Miegies

A few days before André visited me in Norway, I accompanied
some French fishermen who successfully caught some nice
grayling as well as some decent perch.
When André arrived a few days later, I told him about the
French anglers and their catch. I should have known better!
Text: André Miegies
Photography: André Miegies & Peter Sikking
Fly tying: André Miegies

Fishing with dynamite
' The Jigging Dynamite streamer is one of my favorite streamer patterns
when going after big perch. Using weighted jig hooks is not new: Martin
Smith already described using bead heads on curved hooks, so I started
from there' .
Tying: André Miegies
Photo: Peter Sikking

,

After tying up new flies I always put them to the test.
And honestly, this one worked great. The jig hook
and the weight of the bead help the fly ride hook
point up, which is a great advantage if you fish for
perch or zander in waters with rocky bottoms.

,

SET UP

The preferred set-up is a 6 or 7 weight rod with anything from a floating line to a DI8 full sinking line, depending on the season,
and where you like to fish. When perch and zander enter shallower water in spring, I will use an intermediate or DI3 line.
Whatever line you choose, it is important is that you keep contact with your fly. Most takes will occur at the hang time or when
the fly is sinking after a strip.
My advice: don’t use sink tip lines. When fishing sink tip lines you aren’t in constant contact with the fly and therefore you’ll miss
a lot of takes.

JIG
Tying: André Miegies
Photo: Peter Sikking

Fishing technique
Fishing the Dynamite Jig is very easy.
Just cast it out there and start counting.
My experience is that many
people fail to do so - counting
that is: most people I observe
start to retrieve their fly the
moment it hits the water; but
counting down your fly provides you with information
about at what depth the fish
are to be found. Knowing that
depth is paramount to catching
fish!
Fish the Dynamite Jig aggressively by making short strips,
alternated with smooth slow
retrieves.

BOEM
Tying: André Miegies
Photo: Peter Sikking

Summertime
During summer perch and zander can be
found in all water layers. This makes fishing
very interesting but also makes line choice
more difficult. The only thing I can say is you
have to experiment as much as possible.

Autumn
In autumn and winter I would advise a DI3,
all the way up to DI7 or 8.
The leader I use is a straight section of
fluorcarbon of 30/00- 35/00 diameter, with
the fly tied on using a loop for better movement.
Tight lines
André Miegies

TYING VIDEO DYNAMITE STREAMER

Marc André Laubscher

The art of
Fly fishing, for some a religion, for others an
escape or even a sport.
It became an important part of my life, from a
young age. A life in which it would be hard to
imagine not to fly fish.
Text: Marc André Laubscher
Photography: Tobias Westen: tobiaswestenphoto.com
Johannes Arlt: johannesarlt.com

Afternoon memories
I can still A
remember
those afternoonsfor
when my dad would pick me up after school,
passion

heading out to a nearby river. Full of hope and empty jam jars. He would teach me
about entomology while collecting caddis and stonefly larvae. Back home, he would
show me how to imitate these tiny little creatures with fur and feathers. At night I
often had difficulties sleeping-in my mind I would be tying those patterns, or even
inventing new ones. And of course I would try them the next day on different parts
of the river. I won’t ever forget those days at the river, fishing the flies we made ourselves.

Life cycles
Although older now, I still try out
new patterns or change wellknown patterns into new flies.
With the passing of the years
I got ever more infected with
the fly fishing virus.
What attracts me most are
all the different aspects of
fly fishing. For one thing I
really like observing the life
cycle of insects, fish migration, and how to adjust to
nature, instead of forcing
nature to adjust to me. I
personally can’t help thinking about protecting the
balance, catch & release and
spreading this knowledge to
my own children. And every
listening ear for that matter.
Fly fishing is so much more than
catching fish.

Blessed
Standing in a slower part of my favorite stream,
which at this spot looks like a mirror merging with
the sky, its effect on me makes it easy to find the
rhythm of my casts. Reading the water, its currents
and eddies, gives me this pure feeling of relaxation.
Through this concentration and focus everything
around me slowly fades away. Until that moment
that everything comes together. This magical moment when a fish rises and takes your fly. Sometimes you see it coming, while at other times it happens unexpectedly, but that rush of adrenaline…..
amazing! It provides such satisfaction, and a feeling
of great blessedness always overtakes me!

The biggest the best the greatest
Another aspect I really like is that, in my opinion, concepts as the ‘best’ or the
‘greatest’ don’t exist in fly fishing. Every day you fly fish, you learn. Increasing
your skills is part of a fly anglers path. You develop as a fly angler and, at the
same time, as a human being. For me learning from nature is probably one of
the most important things in my life.
I think everybody has to find his or her own reason to go outside. I hope for
you that it is with a fly rod. Not only will you stay out much longer than you
thought you would, but there is also a saying that goes something like this:
"every hour fishing adds one hour to your life". Every fish is a new challenge,
every cast a new chance…..it is all part of the art called life.

If there should be a biggest, best or greatest.....

Thanks dad

Around the world with five flies
It always astounds me to see the number of fly boxes many of
us carry when going on a fishing trip, or even just for a couple of
hours on our local water. When I question why, I always get the
same answers: "I don't want to run out", or “I don’t want to be
caught without the correct fly”. And of course it is annoying if you
only carry two copies of what turns out to be the fly of the day,
and even more annoying if it turns out that you didn’t even bring
the ‘right’ flies.
Now, I am not going to burn my fingers on a topic such as the
‘right fly’. As we all know every circumstance is different, and
requires a different approach and often a different fly. And of
course the right fly is always the fly you catch fish on. So, some
time ago, I asked close to 160 fly anglers from all over the globe
the following question: "which five flies would you absolutely
take with you if you were to go on a fly fishing trip around the
world"?

Text & photography
Peter Sikking

Disappointment
After tallying the results, I came up with the following list
of most popular flies. For me this list - next page - was a
bit of a surprise. And, if I am honest, a bit of a disappointment too; despite preaching simplicity in fly tying myself,
I definitely was expecting a little more diversity. For example, there is no saltwater pattern among the top five patterns. Well, lets move on to the list.

Tying & photography by Peter Sikking

Nr. 5
Number 5: The pheasant tail nymph
Source Wikipedia

Originally conceived and tied by Frank Sawyer MBE, an English river keeper. Frank devised
the pattern for use on the chalkstreams of Southern England. He designed this nymph to imitate several species of the Baetis family, generally referred to as the 'olives'; it quickly became
world famous.
Tying the fly
Frank Sawyer's book Nymphs and the Trout, first published in 1958 describes the method of
tying and fishing the nymph. The design of the fly is significantly different from other flies in
that Sawyer did not use thread to construct the fly, instead opting to use very fine copper
wire. This has two effects; it adds weight to the fly, enabling it to be fished deeper than similar
patterns, and adds a subtle brightness to an otherwise drab fly.
Frank twisted the wire and pheasant tail fibers around one another, and wrapped them forward together, forming the thorax and abdomen. A few good variations have been developed
over the years, but when you strip them away, it's still Sawyer's elegantly simple, devastatingly effective nymph.
Frank’s Pheasant Tail suggests many of the skinny nymphs that flourish in various habitats,
exciting riffles to alluring deep holes in the rivers bed of chalk streams or spring creeks; and in
stillwaters of all sizes.

An alternative PTN
Source Wikipedia

Nr. 4
Number 4: (gold ribbed) Hare’s ear
Tying:

A short tail is formed from stiff guard hairs. Soft hair and stiff bristles from a hare,
preferably from the ear, are dubbed onto the tying thread and wound around the
shank of the hook, which is then ribbed with gold wire to suggests segmentation.
Sometimes a gold bead is added for weight and stability in the water. The tail
may also be made from pheasant tail fibers. The bead head can be fastened near
the eye of the hook. This pattern is commonly tied on size 10 - 16 nymph hooks.
Traditional colouring is a brown body with orange or brown thread.
"When in doubt fish a Hare's Ear"
is a good rule for any fly fisher to remember. The Hare's ear stands out as an exact imitation of nothing, yet an impression of many things. It works as an imitation of the most common mayfly nymphs, such as Pale Morning Dun, Blue Wing
Olive, March Brown, Hendricksons, and many more. It works equally as good
as a cased caddis imitation, as a stonefly nymph imitation, especially in black. It
is buggy and shaggy, and has the benefit of becoming even more effective the
more it is fished.
As fish strike this pattern its 'shagginess' and 'bugginess' improve. Its gold ribbing
add flash for attraction, and body segmentation improves realism. The classic
nymph shape matches both mayfly and stonefly nymph silhouettes, and the colour and solid characteristics make it a nice caddis imitation as well.
As mentioned above, another great quality of the Hare's ear is all its variations.
Natural, black and olive are commonly available. As is the extremely popular
bead head variety. The Hare's ear wet fly is an excellent emerger pattern. And
as a dry fly the Hare's Ear rivals the Adams in all-purpose utility. It is one pattern
you don't want to leave home without.
Source Wikipedia

Nr. 3
Number 3: Woolly Bugger
Source Wikipedia & thanks to the flyfishersrepublic

Although the original Woolly Bugger pattern was believed to
have been created by Russell Blessing, Pennsylvania fly tyer,
as early as 1967 to resemble a hellgrammite, or dobsonfly
nymph, its precise origin is unknown, but is clearly an evolution of the Woolly Worm fly, which itself is a variation—intentional or not—of the British palmer fly, which dates back
to Walton and beyond.
Izaak Walton and Charles Cotton, who presented palmered
flies to fish in the rivers of 17th century Britain, specifically
mention the Soldier Palmer in their well-known book The
Compleat Angler. From there, other flies developed, including the Woolly Worm, from which the Woolly Bugger is considered of direct descent.
The Woolly Bugger is an artificial fly commonly categorized
as a wet fly or streamer. It is a popular and widely used pattern for both freshwater and saltwater game fish and is generally listed as one of the top patterns to have in any fly
box.
How to fish:
You can fish this pattern on a floating, intermediate, sink tip,
or full sinking line. The Woolly Bugger works well fished ‘pull
and pause’, or in fact using just about any type of retrieve.
You can also fish the Woolly Bugger using a wet fly swing,
casting downstream and across and letting the fly swing
across the current. Fished from a drift boat, Woolly Buggers
are often stripped back from bankside lies to draw strikes
from lunker brown trout and other predatory species. If you
find the fish taking short, try trimming the tail by pinching
the ends of the marabou with your thumb and index finger –
this can convert pulls and plucks into hookups.

Woolly Bugger variant: egg-sucking leach

Tying & photography by Peter Sikking

Nr. 2
Number 2: Klinkhåmer
source Wikipedia

The Klinkhamer is a popular emerger used in fly fishing to
catch grayling and trout. It is most popular within Europe,
but has a growing interest in North America.
The Klinkhamer, originally named LT (for light tan) caddis,
but since officially babtized Klinkhåmer Special, was devised by Dutch angler Hans van Klinken in the early 80s,
to imitate an emerging caddisflies for catching Norwegian
grayling (and trout) which feed on them as they float in
the surface film. This pattern has proven to be an extremely effective fly.
Klinkhamers are different from many other parachute dry
flies in that the thorax of the fly is designed to sticks out
from the water to truly imitate an emerging insect.
The penetrating abdomen serves as a trigger point, which
gets noticed by fish from great distances, even before any
resulting surface footprint features.
In all variations of this fly, the abdomen of the fly is beneath the surface of the water to attract the fish and improve hookups, the parachute hackle and thorax ride in
the film, and the wing, doubling as an indicator of sorts,
sticks out from the water water for visibility.

Tying & photography by Peter Sikking

Number 1: Red tag
Origin: most likely Martyn Flynn

Source : Global Flyfisher website, special thanks to Martin Joergensen

It doesn't date back to Dame Juliana's "A treatyse of fysshynge wyth an Angle" but it has many of the characteristics from this era: simplicity,
few cheap and common materials and all natural.
The fly most likely dates back to the 1850s, when it came out of the vice of one Martyn Flynn from Worcestershire, England. It was tied as a
dry fly and meant for grayling. Its original name was The Worcestershire Gem, but few people refer to it as anything else than the Red tag
these days. A very suitable name since the predominant red tail or tag is one of the main traits of the fly.
It's a very simple tie. The original used red wool for the tail, peacock herl for the body and a natural brown cock hackle. It's a very generic
dry fly, maybe imitating a small beetle or some other nondescript flying insect.

Nr. 1

Conclusion:

These top 5 are all very easy to tie.
They have a history of catching fish all over the world.
And many of them stand at the beginning of modern fly-tying as we know it today.
So I think it is fair to say we fly anglers like tradition. We like simple and effective patterns. Although we keep innovating our equipment and our flies, when push
comes to shove we like to play it safe.

Tying & photography by Peter Sikking

SPLITCANE
part 2

But why then still bamboo?
There are a number of reasons for this. For the rod builder, the primary consideration is the fact that you can design and make your own blank.
With glass rods and carbon rods you are always dependent on what large (or smaller) blank rollers have to offer. Unless you have a secured market, and can buy blanks by the several hundred at a time (per taper model, mind you), it is impossible to have a blank manufacturer roll something to your own design. And although it is theoretically possible to roll your own carbon blanks in house, the investment in equipment, raw
material, and learning, is way too large to make it a feasible option for most amateur rod makers.
In addition to that, bamboo has a number of fishing and casting properties that you won't find in other materials. Probably most important is
the aspect of mass - the 'sheer' weight of the rod. A bamboo rod is heavier than a comparable carbon rod. And that's not a disadvantage. On the
contrary - especially in shorter rods. That mass helps a bamboo rod to bend under its own weight (or rather inertia) when casting - making short
casts much easier with bamboo. Casts where the weight of line outside the rod tip is absolutely insufficient to properly load a carbon rod, and
therefore to make a decent cast.

Text: Dr. Henk Verhaar
Photography: Dr. Henk Verhaar

It is often claimed that bamboo
is 'slow', without explaining
what is meant by that exactly.

It is often claimed that bamboo is 'slow', without explaining what is meant
by that exactly. However, you can design bamboo rods that have an action
(deflection curve) that is comparable to the 'fastest' carbon rods out there.
Where then does that much touted 'slowness' come from? There are several reasons for this. And the only one that really makes sense is the fact
that the recovery speed of bamboo is slower than that of carbon composites - if you statically load a carbon rod and a bamboo rod with identical
deflection characteristics ('action') and load capacity ('power', 'test curve').
and release them, the carbon rod will return to its neutral position faster
and thus can generate a (somewhat) higher line speed. Unfortunately, the
carbon rod will also oscillation longer until the (unloaded) rod is completely still again - bamboo has better damping characteristics. Moreover, when
casting, line speed is not primarily determined by the recovery speed of
the material.
In addition, many older bamboo rods have
been designed for other types of fishing (for
example, with wet flies, where a lower line
speed and deeper load capacity are desired)
than the currently popular dry fly techniques,
and nymph fishing, where a faster rod is advantageous. All those old fishing rods feel
wrong then. But that's not so much due to the
material as to the design of those rods.
And finally, there are still many inferior bamboo rods (as well as old, worn-out rods) in circulation. Rods that were bad and slow even
when they were new, because they were not
built as quality rods, but simply to fill a market
demand at the lowest possible price. And as
with many other industrial products, the difference in quality between cheap and expensive
products was much greater 50 years ago than
it is today. Which is also true for other manufactured stuff these days: there are (almost)
no bad cars, or audio equipment, or - fill in the
box - being made today. That wasn't always so.
Same with fishing rods. Nowadays there are
hardly any really bad rods on the market anymore - not even at the very low end - whereas
in the past cheap rods were often just glorified
tomato stakes, or worse ...

So bamboo rods certainly have advantages over carbon rods, warranting their very own niche.
And, because of bamboo's slower recovery speed, a bamboo rod will often have better hooksetting
than a carbon rod, and will be better at protecting thin tippets. A bamboo rod is also a lot less vulnerable than a modern plastic rod: you can stand on a bamboo rod without a problem - something
you definitely should not try with a hollow carbon rod. For the same reason they also often survive
being caught in a car door, especially a butt section, or being hit by a weigthed nymph at full casting velocity. They are certainly NOT more vulnerable than carbon rods, on the contrary.
However, they are somewhat less forgiving when overstressed, and they require a little more care
in storage - a bamboo rod that is put away in its tube moist will definitely show damage (mold, delamination) six months later. But overall, bamboo rods really only have one true drawback - their
price. Which is primarily because they are not (anymore) being made industrially, but one-at-atime, in an 'amateur' way, by hand, by someone who has to put 40 to 60 hours of net labor into
each rod. And if you want to make a (meagre) living out of making rods that way, then that rod
must indeed cost north of 2000 euros.
On the other hand, when you see countless people shelling out close to a 1000 euros for a piece
of mass produced carbon (no matter how well made and designed), then 2000 euros for a piece of
perfect handicraft should not be that big of an obstacle.

you can stand on a bamboo rod without a problem, something
you definitely should not try with a hollow carbon rod

Dr. Henk Verhaar

Subscribe to our magazine and win.....
The winners from our previous issue
(Europe 5) are:
R.J. Been
E. Christenson
S. Pieters
The winners can expect their Geoff Anderson clothing package to arrive within a few weeks.
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Lukasz Stanczuk

Text: Lukasz Stanczuk
Photography: Lucasz Stanczuk

The Radomka river
The Radomka river flows through the
central-eastern part of Poland, better
known as South Mazovia.
The last stretch of the Radomka river,
ca. 25 kilometres, is my favourite part.
Here the river meanders through forests
and meadows, all the way to its confluence with the Vistula, the longest and
largest river in Poland.

favorite fly
Foam beetles are great.

Chub
There are no rivers with trout or grayling in the
area where I live. The closest salmonid river is
two hours by car, and because I have a busy job,
I hardly ever have time to take a four-hour drive
to go fishing. What that leaves me is an excellent
stretch of river full of chub.
Chub is the commonest catch in the Radomka
river. You can catch chub from early spring to early fall, but in my opinion, the best times are late
spring and early summer.
Behaviour
Chub lie hidden under overhanging banks, under vegetation, and behind or under fallen trees.
They will occupy these lies until autumn. When it
is getting colder and winter calls, they migrate to
the deeper stretches of the river where they can
stay out of the current.

June

Warm June afternoons and evenings are the time when cockchafers and other
species of large chafers appear; this is the best time to catch a large chub, as
they are less careful at this time.
The downside of June is that this is when the kayaking season in Radomka starts;
it lasts until early autumn. This not only leads to the river becoming overpopulated, it also scares the fish. Unfortunately, the river is just not large enough for
both kayaker and fly angler.

The way I fish the Radomka river is to carefully wade out to the middle of
the river. That way you can cast your fly to both banks, which increases
your chance of catching fish.

This part of the river, with its quiet and rugged
stretches, is a perfect habitat for chub

Rock versus sand techniques
The bottom of this deep stretch is mostly rocky and gravelly, which is a major
change from the sandy bottom of the river further downstream. Here large
stones and single boulders make the river flow faster, creating deeper holes and
gutters, which makes it excellent for the euronymphing method.

Upstream
The answer to the kayak problem is to move several kilometres upriver.
Here the river is narrower, and therefore there are many fewer kayakers. Although this stretch of the Radomka is sometimes deep and therefore more difficult to wade in, and additionally has quite steep and high
banks, resulting in difficulties entering and leaving the river, the peace
and tranquility of the river meandering through meadows and fields
makes it more than worth your while.
The proximity of the river to my place of residence, and the beautiful
scenery make me come back to the Radomka time and time again, to rest
in its current after a hard week of work, and enjoy every fish I manage to
catch.

Tight lines Lucasz

Founded in 1954, Prince Albert Angling Society has grown
to be one of the largest angling clubs in Europe.
Our fly fisherman enjoy access to well stocked reservoirs,
lakes and streams, and fast flowing salmon rivers such as
the Severn, Wye and Eden. All this is set in some of the
most beautiful areas of England and Wales.

If you would like to know more about our fishing club, visit
our website.: www.paas.co.uk

Text

Marita Fjellstad
A JOURNEY FOR GOLD

I was born in a small village in Norway which is surrounded by mountains, lakes and
rivers. Although I grew up with fishing, I started fly fishing quite late (in my adulthood). From the start I became interested in one- and two-handed casting, but always as a recreational player, never at a competition level. This has changed quite
drastically in 2019:)

Our daughter, who now is 22 years old, moved into an apartment of her
own in 2019, and all of a sudden we found ourselves having plenty of spare
time on our hands. Which gave me the chance to focus on fly fishing and
two-handed casting in particular.
In May 2019 I had the opportunity to test a competition setup with a longbelly line (a competition line for spey casting) for the first time; and I was
hooked immediately. So in June I got my own setup; a second hand line and
an old 15 foot Bruce & Walker rod.
I practiced almost daily and participated in my first Norwegian twohanded
casting championship in September 2019. Got silver in both the 15 foot spey
and 16 foot women spey events.

A second hand line and an old 15 foot Bruce and Walker

Health
Prior to this new and quite explosive life, I had some serious health issues;
tarsal tunnel syndrome on both my feet. It took doctors 3 full years before
they figured out what it was, and I was well on my way to give up both my
working life and my active outdoor life. There were times I could not walk
due to the severe pain associated with it.
In the winter of 2019-2020, I had an operation on my left foot. Almost
immediately after the operation, I asked my parents – who are already at
a respectable age - to drive me to the river so I could continue exercising,
even while on crutches.

Huldra
Shortly after this championship, the Wild Axe calendar was launched.
With me as a "Huldra" calendar girl, a character from the famous Norwegian
fairy tales. I had no idea how big this was going to be, but we sold calendars
worth around 300.000 Norwegian kroner (€ 37.000!) for the Redd Villaksen
organization.
A few days later I founded the Rjukan sports team and tin fly fishing club
through the Norwegian Sports Confederation. And I participate as chairwoman there. This is a small but very enthusiastic group of people who practice one-handed fly casting almost every Friday in an indoor sports hall.
All and all I managed to get ready for a new championship participation in
September 2020. I improved my previous results and took silver 2 times. In
November, I had operation number two, so that my right foot might be alright as well...

The reason why I mention our daughter leaving, the uncertainty of having an
illness doctors can’t diagnose, several operations, etc. is to motivate you, the
readers of this magazine.
Although it can sometimes be hard to keep on rolling, especially these days,
I am really grateful that I could ignite my inner, stubborn bastard. With help
from my husband, the competition, fly fishing, the river etcetera.
So for this anonymous, quiet and quite modest woman from little Rjukan,
who was just an occasional fly angler, life changed dramatically in only one
year. I now can pursue both a passion and a sport at the same time.
Though modest by birth, people are recognizing the name and refer this to
the woman who can cast so insanely far. It is a surreal situation to be in. I still
often think they write or talk about someone else. I often feel that I observe
whatever is going on from the outside. But I can’t deny that deep down, I am
a little proud of what I've achieved, all things considered.

My goal going forward now is making the Norwegian national team so that I
can participate in the Nordic or World Championships, and then I hope to be
able to make it to Spey-o-rama in 2022-2023.
Have a great 2021,
Marita Fjellstad

Ahrex PR378 predator swim bait

Abel SDF custom reels

Gulff NITR

The Ahrex pr378 gb predator swim bait hook is perfect
for your large deep-swimming streamer patterns. The
pr378 has room for cones, barbells, bulky materials and
more. Create a swimmimng, jigging action fly pattern
with a wicked sharp hook.

Winner in the best freshwater reel category at the 2017
ICAST / IFTD show. The new SDF (Sealed Drag Fresh) is inspired by the Abel SD with yet another great, fully sealed
drag system based on its bigger brother the Sealed Drag
Salt. This reel now has a 3 times larger range to set the drag
super accurately. The SDF is a lighter version of the SDS
with a comparable stainless steel / carbon fluoropolymer
drag system and no measurable start up inertia.

BAITFISH SKIN is a silver dyed and glittered streamer
body builder which imitates small fish skin. Baitfish skin
is almost ingenious. It changes colors depending on the
weather or time of day. For example shiny and glittering under sunlight and moonlight, but dark silver in the
night. Use it for streamer bodies or other fish imitations.

€ 7.95

€ 855.- / 1225.-

€ 9.95

Smith

Stanley Classic

Guideline Laxa 2.0 combo

Smith survey matte black polar grey blue mirror
- Carbonic TLT lenses
- Hydrophilic megol temple & nose pads for a secure fit
- Medium fit/coverage
- Auto-lock hinges
- Evolve eco-friendly frame material

Stanley Classic Legendary Bottle 1L / 1.1QT Hammertone Green - Thermos bottle keeps warm or cold for 24
hours | Lifetime warranty | Dishwasher safe | Stainless
Steel Thermos | Leak-free | BPA free.

Our Laxa 2.0 waders have the most important features,
while still offering best possible value for money.
Durable 4-layer nylon fabric, PFOA-free surface treatment and Sidewinder™ design.
Guideline Laxa 2.0 wader and boots with rubber sole.

€ 129.-

€ 45.- 1 liter

€ 309.-

Ross Evolution
Meet the award-winning Evolution LTX:
The ultra-smooth drag found in the Evolution LT
has a long and revered history, but our engineering
team took this design to the next level. The drag debuting with the LTX is over four times stronger than
its predecessors’, while retaining the sound and feel
that helped make the Evolution an icon.

€ 316.-

WITH COURTESY OF EXCLUSIVE FLY FISHING

Thomas & Thomas Exocett
Developed to meet the challenges of the most demanding species and destinations, T&T’s Exocett Series of
high-performance saltwater fly rods are infused with
the exceptional strength and dampening characteristics
of our proprietary StratoTherm Resin.

€ 969.-

Lucas Lönegren

I was born and raised among glacially carved rivers
and lakes in the pristine wilderness of Vermont’s
'Northeast Kingdom'.
The town I grew up in had 300 year-round residents and expanded in summers to 600, as Ivy
League professors and their families would 'summer' on the shores of the fabled Caspian Lake.

Text, photography & fly tying: Lucas Lönegren

Mrs. Simpson variant
Hook: Orvis 1526 size 6
Thread: Uni black 8/0
Tail: Natural grey squirrel Tail
Body: Red chenille & ringneck
Pheasant semi-church feathers

My first experience with fly fishing was in my teens. In early
July, the lake would boil for a few nights, and the neighbors
would catch rainbows on their fly rods while I came home
empty-handed with my spinning gear. I quickly learned
about the infamous Hex hatch and ran to buy my first fly
rod. I’ve looked forward to that hatch every year since.

'Caspian is a deep, clean lake with a healthy trout
population'

photo & canoe Lucas Lonegren

Creativity
In my early 20s, I became a glassblower, built a glass studio, and had a family.
Glassblowing called me like a moth to the flame - an insatiable appetite to be creative
made glass my muse. Blowing glass is like a dance; each movement must be fluid, but
at the same time deliberate. One must practice each step thousands of times before it
becomes graceful and intentional, a lot like casting a fly rod.
While I loved being creative, I was a starving artist. Like so many, I made a choice for
financial stability and helped start a glass lighting factory. I lost my passion for glass in
the depths of production. I have always disliked the connection of money and creativity and have vowed to only create for myself moving forward.
As my children spread their wings and started moving on, I found myself an empty
nester in a midlife crisis. I decided I needed fly fishing in my life again. As I spent more
time on the river, meditating and practicing the dance of rod, line, and fly, the calling to
rekindle my passions and creativity grew.

I decided to try and learn that Hex pattern I had fished so many years earlier, and with it flowed my creativity.
I am presenting five flies that began from a study of the classic pattern, the Mrs. Simpson. I liked how the pattern tied in the killer style, with tiled feathers, creates
both shape and form. In turn, I’ve fallen in love with the Ringneck Pheasant, a beautiful bird with so many uses.
I am honored to share these flies, one that is the original pattern, the others exemplifying my study of both feather and pattern.
I wish you all a great 2021
Lucas Lönegren

Ringneck Pheasant Game Changer

Ringneck Pheasant Trout Intruder

Trailing Hook: Daiichi 2557
Shanks: 7 Fish skull articulated spines
Main Hook: Ahrex NS 122 #4
Each station is tied with:
Kaufmann SLF wine dubbing
Ringneck pheasant rump spey hackle
1 Ringneck pheasant church feather and 2 semi-church feathers.
Repeated 7 times, slightly larger each time.
Eyes: Jungle cock

Trailing Hook: Daiichi 2557
Shank: 25mm Senyo’s steelhead shank
Body: Kaufmann SLF wine dubbing
Front & rear Station: Ringneck pheasant rump spey hackle
Head: 1 Ringneck pheasant semi-church and 2 almond heart feathers.
Eyes: Jungle cock

BECOME A PARTNER AND MAKE A CHANGE......OR THE OTHER WAY AROUND

we thank:

Société Clee: 7 Bass Design
Travel with Cast Away
Peux
Upavon fly fishing
Anfibio
Norlender
Hilleberg Tents
Rudi Heger

Semperfli
J.Stockart fly fishing
Wade Deep
Fly fishing blog: Rudy van Duijnhoven
VSSL
Haven tents
Airflo
Nothern fishingschool: Marina Gibson

7 Bass Design

Travel with Cast Away

Peux Fly Fishing

Upavon Fly Fishing

Anfibio: packraft store

Norlender: Made in Norway

Haven tents

Semperfli

J.Stockart Fly fishing

Wade deep

Fishing blog: Rudy van Duijnhoven

VSSL Camp Supplies

ABOUT WE ARE FLY FISHING
We are fly-fishing is a global non-profit organization with the purpose of
promoting fly-fishing worldwide.
We work together with several partners on promotion campaigns and
projects to inspire people to get out of the house and pick up a fly rod.

ORGANIZING FLY FISHING CAMPS
For 2021 we start in Denmark, Norway
and The Netherlands. Read more..

SUPPORTING FLY FISH RELATED CHARITIES
We support several fly fish related charities, fly fishing schools, guides and startups. Read more..

EDUCATING CHIL-DREN PRIMARYSCHOOLS
Creating awareness
at primary schools
through interactive

presentations.
Read more..

MAKING THE CAST AWAY MAGAZINE

REACHING OUT TO FLY FISH RELATED ORGANIZATIONS

We continue with our Cast Away magazine made by young fly fishing enthusiasts around the world. How you can get
involved? Read more..

We help fly fishing related companies,
clubs and organizations with their
(visual) content. Read more..

Peter Christensen
Denmark

As a kid, I was told that sea run browns don’t feed when they
enter freshwater from the salt. That was common knowledge,
and it had a tremendous impact on my, and most other anglers,
approach to strategies when targeting sea runners.
Text: Peter Christensen
Photography: Peter Christensen
Fly tying: Peter Christensen

Fun with Foam
But as a young man, I read a book that changed that perspective. It was not a book about strategy or methods, but
mostly about nature and being out there. The book contained a chapter about sea runners on dry fly in Norway,
and from there, there was no way back for me!

In some how, after a while, I
forgot about the book, and
pursued the sea runners in
more conventional ways
- with a big tube fly in the
dark of the night.
But 9 years ago I radically
changed that strategy, and
today I only use dry flies
when targeting sea runners
in freshwater.

I find it so exiting, and I’m truly addicted!
The first two years were dedicated to classic dry fly fishing with hackled
flies, but for the last seven years, I’ve mainly used patterns incorporating
foam - due to their floatability

Tactics
The tactic, most of the time, is to cast upstream to holding spots - blind fishing.
But some days, when the hatch is on, you get the chance to do some traditional imitative fishing.
I vary from dead drift to stripping the fly, and most of the flies are size 8 or even larger.
My favorite weapon of choice, is a 9 feet 5 weight, mounted with a short belly line and a 12
foot leader.
I vary between normal flies and tube flies, and find no specific difference in sea runners
interest in either.

Be aware... once
you have seen a
10 pounder rise to
your dry, there’s
no way back!

If you are keen to see more dry fly action, please head over
to Instagram and take a look at my account: @redtag13.
Tight lines
Peter Christensen

WE ARE READY IF YOU ARE
The mid-highlands of Iceland are famous for their
good trout and char rivers and lakes.
Fishing in this part of Iceland is fishing far away from
almost everything. It is you and the unspoiled nature.
It is going to be an unforgettable experience.
DAY 1
Your guide picks you up in the morning, takes you
to shop for groceries and then to the mid-highlands
where you start fishing in the afternoon.
FULL DAYS (1-4 days)
Together with your guide you decide the
fishing hours but he or she is with you fishing for up to
12 hours every day. Then you can keep going on your
own if you want.
LAST DAY
Fish until noon, then pack your things, tidy up and
drive back to Reykjavik. The guide will either take you
to Reykjavik or to Keflavik if you prefer.

info@travelwithcastaway.com
FOR MORE INFO AND PRICES PLEASE USE THE LINK TO OUR WEBSITE

Igi Slavik
I always loved fishing. Ever since I was a boy.
Of course I started out in the classic style, with
a long rod and a float, sitting stationary on a
small chair. But I was always fascinated by fly fishing.
With sacred reverence I watched the fly fishermen
swing their graceful loops with their rods…
Text:& Photography: Igi Slavik

150 days
I started fly fishing quite late in life - I was 27 at the time.
But to make up for that, I started into it with more vigor.
There have been years where I flyfished for over 150 days.

With sacred reverence I watched the fly fisherman
swing their graceful loops with their rods…

Within a few years, I also got into competitive fly fishing, and made it all the
way to the national team. I achieved my greatest individual success in 2007,
when I finished 8th in the European Championships, which were then held in
Norway.

2009
In 2009, we finished 2nd in the overall team event at the European Championship in Ireland. And then, acting as team
manager of the national team, we secured the gold medal
at the 2012 World Championship in Slovenia and silver at
the 2018 World Championship in Italy.
In our country competition fly fishing has a long tradition.
We are historically the most successful nation, when counting all medals in World Championship, European Championship, and Youth World Championship. And of course it is
competition fly fishing that pushes new developments further, driven by the need to catch fish under restricted conditions, whether in time or place.
We have a sophisticated ranking system in competitions
and scoring, which is used to select candidates for the national teams - even in the junior category. It is a pleasure to
see how fast even young boys and girls can tie flies or how
how well they can 'read' the water and decide which fly
fishing style will be most effective at a specific venue.

My friends from abroad often ask me why we are so
successful in competitions. It is, of course, a combination of many factors, but I see the following factors as
the most important:
- our country is relatively small and we have a wide
range of rivers, streams and fish species. We don't
have to catch 'only' trout. We often compete on chub,
perch or roach.
- fishing permits are reasonably priced and with only 2
permits you can fish in almost all our rivers and lakes
- and as already mentioned, we have a sophisticated
system of competitions and we have lots of them.
An active competitive fly angler can easily complete
over 20 competitions in a single year. And that's
where you gain the necessary experience.
I don't compete too much anymore. These days, I'm
more into fishing travel. Currently, the COVID-19 pandemic has imposed a significant damper on that, but I
sincerely believe that everything will return to its original state eventually.

So I do a lot of fly fishing in my own country and it's great. You can see
more pics and vids of my trips on my instagram @igi_flyfish or read
about them on the website - muskarskezavody.cz. The articles are unfortunately only available in the Czech language, but Google translator
will help you out in that department.

ADVERTISING
adv@weareflyfishing.com
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CONTACT

BE SOCIAL

PHOTO Peter Sikking

right...copyright......
We get a lot of questions concerning authors rights and copyright.
It is very simple: everything you find in the magazine is made under
copyright. This protects us (WAFF) as well as the people who work on
these issues. So you can not copy anything without permission from the
publisher. Please contact us if you need more information.
INFO@WEAREFLYFISHING.COM

next issue february/march
THANK YOU ALL AND HAVE A GREAT

2020

where ever you are

Peter Sikking & Henk Verhaar

